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SHOPPING PLEASURE AT BOL.COM

The Bol.com website offers books, music, games and films to a European public in more than 12
countries, all in the local language. We analyzed the overall usability of the website with an emphasis
on the shopping experience and My Bol, the personalized version of the site. Shopping experiences and
personalization will become more important in the near future, and some specific usability issues need
to be solved if sites are to get it right. For this case-study, we looked at the United Kingdom site. But
the European sites are very similar. Most features discussed here are present in all sites

picture 87

We selected four usability issues that have been evident in many usability studies. Each of these issues
contributes greatly to the user-friendliness of a website in general. If you want to perform well with
your website you have to perform well on these issues. Bol.com serves as an example here. Instead of
Bol.com, you can also use your own website as an example, or the websites you have built, and try to
answer the questions below.
1. Does the site make it easy to scan and browse products?

Often shopping means that you don't exactly know what you are looking for. You might have a rough
idea, but want to decide in the online shop what exacly you will buy. Or you might be browsing
through a shop and buy on impulse. Does the site support scanning and browsing in this way, or does it
force the user to fall back on search?
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2. Is comparing and choosing products made easy?

People like to compare before they choose and buy. Can products be viewed simultaniously or
collected together before you buy them in a way that makes comparing, e.g. on price or on contents,
possible?
3. Is using My Bol (a personalization tool) worth the effort to the user?

Personalization does involve telling the system what your preferences are, either explicitely or through
your actions at the site. Is the personalization offered by My Bol clearly explained, and are the results
worth the effort the user has to put into it?
4. Is it a pleasure to use the site?

Shopping can be a pleasant experience. Certainly e-Commerce interfaces that are not work related
should be a pleasure to use. What makes online shopping a real pleasure and what makes it really
boring?
At Lost Boys content & usability, five of our experts1 answered these questions, basing their ideas on
our experience with interviewing website users for many clients since 1996. This experience makes it
possible for us to comprehend what the most common problems of users with websites are. But we
have also learned that every website is different. Bol.com is a fine example of a well developed ecommerce site that has been designed and adjusted over several years with a lot of attention paid to it.
It has been translated into many languages and is maintained by several local offices. All this attention
does not, however, prevent the site, in the eyes of the user, still having flaws and areas where it might
improve its performance. Bol.com is not unique, every website can be improved. It is important to note
that these possible improvements are problems and opportunities for the website, and not for the user.
If the user doesn't like what he sees, he will go to a competitor like Amazon.com, just one click away,
and try his luck there.
Scanning and browsing

Research shows that browsing categories and products accounts for 87% of all online impulse buying.
Searching leads only to 13% of all impulse buying2. Together, impulse purchases represent almost 40%
of all the money spend on e-commerce websites, states the same research by the company of Jared
Spool, a usability veteran. The reasons for the difference between browsing and searching are simple.
Browsing customers following category links, view more pages with products and see more of the
range of products available. These findings show that people actually do go shopping online, and do
not only move into a website to get exactly what they decided they needed before going online.
Shopping online is not just a matter of efficiency, for many people it is a real shopping experience
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Jeroen Büchli, Danielle van Diemen, Geke van Dijk, Simone Kortekaas and Bas Raijmakers

performed this expert validation in May 2001.
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'What causes customers to buy on impulse?', E-Commerce White Paper by User Interface

Engineering (www.uie.com), 2001.
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resulting in a substantial part of the revenues generated. But do e-commerce websites support that
experience well? It seems there is still a lot of improvement to be made.
It is not at all certain that the people who do have an either rough or precise idea of what they are
looking for, will find what they have in mind. Research by Jakob Nielsen's Nielsen Norman group3
showed that the biggest trouble users have, is that they can not find what they are looking for. In their
research of 20 e-commerce sites with American and European users, 24% of the users could not find
what they were told to look for. Yet the article was present at the site and the respondents probably
made more effort than they would have at home without a researcher at their side asking them
questions and paying them to look for the product. This research shows that the scanning and browsing
that lead to actually selecting and buying products, is not always well supported. What exactly does it
take to support scanning and browsing?
Scanning

picture 85

The homepage of Bol UK shows that Bol has well understood that it has to offer different ways of
browsing to the user. Here you can Browse by subject on the left, browse bestsellers on the right and
browse the Editor's Choice in the middle. The piece of content right in the middle of the screen is a bit
strange though: what has a Voter Apapthy Poll to do with the core business of this site? That is
confusing to users who come to buy books or music or films. For first time users, a homepage must
make clear what the site is about at one glance. First time visitors still have to 'get the concept' of the
site and the homepage must support that function. The opening text and the following poll do not
sufficiently support this. Returning visitors will overlook this quickly because it has virtually nothing
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'E-Commerce User Experience', Nielsen Norman group (www.nngroup.com/reports/ecommerce/),

March 2001.
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to do with what this site is about. Actually, it seems to be mainly there to help fill the Bol client
database, since the voting form includes a checkbox which you have to tick to prevent Bol from
sending you commercial information to your email address. Since the subject is not very relevant to the
visitors of this site, I do not think this will be a very successful campaign.
What should be successful is the different lists offered on the homepage. At other locations in the site
more lists with suggestions pop up. This is a very good idea that will be loved by users, for
these lists give them new ideas for books, music and films that they might not have thought of
themselves. Thus users get to know what's currently popular or new. The lists come in
different formats. That makes the site lively, but it also makes it harder to evaluate the
separate suggestions. Most of the lists are meant to scanned and clicked through, not to be
read, with the exception of the Editor's Choice.

picture 78
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picture 84

Even a result from the search engine gives two suggestions before the complete list with results is
displayed. For the user looking for a specific book this might be annoying, but for the user resorting to
the search enigine to find what books on a certain author or subject are available, this is a nice service
because it supports browsing. Bol knows this and refrains from suggestions if only a very few items are
found as result of a search.
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All these different lists support 'scanning' by users really well. People on the web hardly read pages,
they scan them. Scanning is reading little bits of pages. It is widespread, and webpages must simply
support this behaviour. Users just do not have the patience to read through lengthy texts before they
know that what they have found is what they need. If I ask users what they are scanning for, they
usually say 'content'. Once they have found 'content' they are willing to read it. Bol has understood this
well by providing lots of opportunity to scan and only giving the full information at the end of the line:
when the user has arrived at a page giving information about a single book.
Browsing by category

Browsing greatly benefits from well defined categories that are clearly displayed at any time. This
gives the user an overview of what is for sale, and the opportunity to switch to another category if he
can not find what he is looking for at any one time. This only works well if the categories are
comprehensible to the user. The names of the categories and subcategories must be exclusive, they
must be complete, the hierarchy must be clear and the names of the categories must fit together.
A long and diverse list of categories is already visible on the homepage on the Bol website:
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The categories are distinctively different, their names leave little to the imagination, and they are well
introduced by the heading 'Browse by subject'. They are merely somewhat hard to read , due to all the
underlined text. One name runs over two lines. This is confusing when I try to read this column
quickly, as everyone does. When entering a subcategory (Computing & internet) it becomes even less
clear:

picture 23

Here most subcategory names run over more than one line, making it really difficult to read. One of
the subcategories has the same name as the category itself, which confuses the hierarchy. And what is
the difference between 'Computing & internet' and 'Internet'?
On the opening page of the category 'Computing & internet' another list of categories is shown, on the
right side of the screen. The relation between this list and the list above remains unclear. There is
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apparently no hierarchy or any other connection. That is confusing, the user will have to browse
through both to be sure he has done everything possible to locate his book.

picture 90

In the music section, another problem arises when checking out the Rock & pop category. Here the line
up of subcategories is:

picture 89

Some categories seem to be missing here, unless you were to put, for example, Grunge, Hard Rock,
Speed and Brit Pop all under 'General'. Artists representing these music genres are present in Bol's
database, but you can only find them with search. That is a pity, because people browsing will now
make no impulse purchases of these artists' albums.
It is hard to make an appropriate division into categories and subcategories that fits the users'
understanding. And if you do accomplish it, you may have to adjust it regularly because new genres
arise, especially in music. The user will sometimes wonder where certain books or cds are stored. And
not all users are the same, they will all have different expectations. That need not be a problem, for you
can put an item in more than one (sub)category. Just make sure that only one version exists of the
information page on the item itself. Otherwise users might wonder if the two items are different. It is
always very helpful to show the path taken while browsing, in this case to show the (sub)category you
are in. Bol does that when displaying the complete information on one item on its own page, but in
such a way that it is not very recognisable (see description below). Finally: be prepared to add
categories to your database over time.
Browsing by viewing lists

When viewing lists, actually mostly scanning lists, the user requires certain information to be able to
make a buying decision. What is the ideal set of information? Jared Spool of User Interface
Engineering found that a website loses sales if it gives too little information in its product lists, forcing
customers to bounce up and down between multiple separate productpages and the list4. Bol seems to

4

'Are Product Lists On Your Site Reducing Sales?', E-Commerce White Paper by User Interface

Engeneering (www.uie.com), 2001.
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have a fairly good idea of what information it is offering in its lists, but has not come to a definite
decision as there are several formats for displaying lists of books. Which one would sell best?

picture 106

The first one really stands out from the rest. It is used on all the categories' opening pages. These are
the first actual books you come across when you start browsing, apart from what you have seen on the
homepage. A long description is given, but no author, publication date or publisher for example. And
no Buy buttons. Even if you like the book and want to order it (which is quite possible after the lengthy
story about it) you have to move on to 'More details…'.
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The subcategory 'Computers & Internet' has almost the opposite way of displaying information. Here
no description, but many details including how quickly you can have the book in your home or office.
If you know the book, this is enough to recognise it and decide to buy it. Bol clearly knows this and has
included Buy buttons here.
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picture 108

A third version is a a combination of the first two. You get a short description of the book, but also all
the details and the Buy buttons. This is the section that is part of the 'Computing & internet' page, but
not hierarchically linked to the subcategories of 'Computing & internet'.
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Yet another way of displaying is used in the search results. This is the simplest way giving the smallest
amount of information. Yet it is an important one because only a very limited amount of all available
books on Bol are accessible by browsing alone. Most books are only accessible through Search. You
really have to know the book to be confident enough to put it in your shopping basket based on such
little information.
So, which version would sell books best? Version one does not allow buying because the necessary
buttons for that are lacking. Versions two and four both lack a description of the book. Not a problem
when you know exactly what you are looking for, but that is seldom is the case when browsing.
Version three (the Webdesign page) seems most suitable, because it has all a browsing user needs: a
description, all the details and Buy buttons. You wonder why all this effort has been made to develop
all these different versions of displaying lists, instead of putting effort into creating the ideal list?
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Comparing, choosing …and moving on

Comparing

Comparing is not supported by Bol. Users have to fall back on the tricks that only experienced users
know. One trick is opening at least one other window and switching between them, or readjusting the
size and setting them alongside each other. That is a rather clumsy way of comparing, because pages
get messy when you make the windows so small. The other option for experienced users is loading
everything into your shopping basket, clicking each of the items to review and compare them and later
debleting the items you do not want. This is something inexperienced users do not think of nor dare to
do. They are not always aware of the fact that you can usually throw things out again.
Choosing

Once you've found a book you like, you can take a closer look if necessary. It is always better if you do
not need, to because then the overview has given you enough information for your buying decision
already. Bol supports that by supplying "Add to my cart" and "Express checkout" buttons in most of its
lists. Sometimes, however, you need the extra details to make a choice. Here is what I found as a result
of a search command:

picture 104

And here is what you get if you click the "More…" link.

picture 34
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This does not look like a lot more information. Is that all? Scrolling down displays what we were really
looking for:

picture 100

"More…" hardly leads to more. It leads to exactly 12 more words:

picture 103

That is not really worth clicking and waiting for the next page to load. And even if you have done it,
you will have a hard time noticing these 12 words, because they appear below the visible part of the
window. You have to scroll for them. This can easily be avoided of course, by putting all content on
one page. Content elements may then have to be shortened, athough this is unlikely to happen as the
pages displaying information on one item have a lot of space left over.
…and moving on

At the bottom of the page there is another suggestion about learning more about this book. The header
"additional data" is very general and does not really say anything about what you might expect.
Additional data on the book you are looking at? You will be disappointed. These links aim to help you
browse further, to other, related books. Another header might make that clear very simply.
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This is a rather confusing list of five links with the word English in the last line behind a vertical line.
No one knows what this last line means, so it should preferably not be there.
The upper two links are not self-evident. You have to actually follow them through to understand what
is behind them. If you do so, you come to the homepage of the browse category "Computing &
internet", and the browse subcategory with the same name. Once more, it is clear that giving categories
and subcategories the same name is confusing, for users can no longer distinguish between them. Here
the links are identical but the information behind them is different. These additional info links are
actually the only indicators of the categories and subcategories that books belong to. It is a good idea to
put these links here, because they support further browsing through related books. It also gives the user
a sense of where he is in the site. The full potential of this feature is not utilised, however. By adding
just a few more words, such as 'This book is in category … and subcategory …' the user can be in no
doubt as to where these links lead to.
The next three links, one on each of the editors, are a little more understandable but yet not
immediately clear either. You have to follow them through to find out what they hide. They lead to the
"most recent releases" of that editor. Although this does not always yield new information because
there are no other books from the same author available. In these cases, sending someone there is a
waste of shopping time. They could be buying books, that's what they came for in the first place. Users
always expect more information when following through such a link. They therefore start reading
carefully to find something new, and here they are disappointed.

picture 93

picture 94
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In this last picture we see it can be done correctly: here there is actually more info. This again produces
a new way of displaying a list of books: one with and one without an image. New here is also the
"Display unavailable titles" button. This button actually leads to a book by the same author which is
currently out of print. That is how it should be: context sensitive navigation: if there is more info give a
link to it, if there is not, do not send anyone there.
This kind of useless clicking up and down pages may be avoided when building the site, if a clear
agreement is made on all the elements of the content before they are created. Such an agreement should
be part of the concept definition of the website and contain definitions of all content elements including
their length, tone of voice, location in the information structure, links to other content elements, etc.
The content concept can only be written when a thorough study of the content already available has
been made. Content showing up later after the site has been built, is unlikely to fit in the site in such a
way that it feels logical and intuitive to the user. If you run into a situation like that, it is likely that you
will have to seriously update your website if you want to maintain usability at a high level. The content
concept is also very valuable for the technical developers of the database behind an ecommerce site.
They need to know lengths, structure, etc. to be able to build a database supporting storage and display
of all the newly created and already available content.
Some books have another suggestion for further browsing at the bottom of the page:
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This is a very useful suggestion that is tailored to my personal behaviour of selecting this specific book.
It is reasonable to believe that my choices probably will not be that different from other people's
choices. And it is the right place to make the suggestion: when I have finished reading all information
on a specific book I am ready to go and look for another one. This gives me some comparison with my
current choices.
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Searching

Browsing Bol seems fine with all it's little suggestions, toplists, bookshelves and best-sellers. But if
you can't find something you like, you end up at the search engine sooner or later. After all, every
category and subcategory only offers around 20 titles to browse through. Once you start using Search,
you notice how limited browsing on Bol actually is. Search can yield you an enormous number of
books on almost any subject (for example, the keyword usability gave me 77 results). That is so many
that a whole new browse begins within the results of the search action. Unfortunately, the way the
information is listed here, does not really support user-friendly browsing when you do not exactly
know what you are looking for, as we have seen above. Search at Bol does offer tools to successfully
sort or refine your search results. That is important, but it is no replacement for browsing. I am sure
these tools are not intended to be a replacement, but users will end up using them as such anyway
because they have no choice. The only other choice is: give up and leave. Bol seems to have detected
this issue and goes some way towards a solution by highlighting two books before the actual list of
results starts. At first this is a bit confusing because you expect nothing more than a simple list of
search results. That list starts just below the two suggestions. After a few experiences, I began to like it
because it offers a real extra, two ideas on top of a dull, grey list of search results so hard to read or
scan. Each time you do the search, other suggestions are given, but they are always part of the search
results.

picture 41

My Bol

My Bol is where the user can make a personal homepage according to his book, music and film
preferences. On this page, Bol presents products that fit the preferences of the user. This works through
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a process called personalisation. The user has to enter his preferences in a series of forms and Bol
subsequently comes up with suggestions for products you might like. It is something like the
suggestions 'People who bought this book also bought…' as shown above. Only here you must actively
submit your preferences. Although that takes effort, users will be prepared to invest the time because
they expect something in return: suggestions for products they would not have found otherwise.
Entering preferences

The process starts with entering your preferences. The same categories as for browsing are used in this
process at My Bol. And the same problems with categories that browsing customers encounter, turn up
here too. Categories and subcategories must form a clear structure. The names must be exclusive and
when no subcategories exist, they must not be offered, as with 'Soundtracks, film & TV'.

afbeelding 1

In the case of artist selection, the same artist having more than one entry in the database also occurs. I
took the example of John Williams. Obviously, there are a lot of John Williams on the planet, so it was
no surprise to see more than one in the music business. However, the one I was looking for appeared
four times in the list. The database has apparently several entries for the same artist which, from a
user's point of view, is very unfriendly. From a database programmer's point of view, it is a terrible
clutter.

afbeelding 4

Other problems were that artists who did not show up in the lists, did show up in the search engine
later. It is also impossible to enter albums in the preferences; this rules out collections of different
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artists on one cd. Here, very much like the browsing discussion earlier, it is vital that the user can
choose from a clear structure of categories, encompassing a large detailed universe.
After putting all that effort into entering your preferences, it is high time to see some results. And My
Bol results are disappointing. Music is suggested from totally different categories than the ones from
your preferences, supposedly because these are currently the most popular cd's. You do get a second
chance, however, by rating what My Bol has suggested to you. But then it is apparent that rating
several suggestions does not really help, not even after spending half an hour on telling My Bol what
you like and what not.
It is a pity that My Bol fails to come up with good suggestions. Submitting preferences and rating
suggestions can be good fun if you get good results from it. This can be a great way to browse an ecommerce website, because it can bring you products you would not have thought of yourself.
However, with My Bol this feature still needs some work.
The pleasure of shopping

Bol seems to have been built mainly for people who know what they want before they arrive at the site.
People who want to get what they want as quickly and efficiently as possible. Bol will work well for
them. Unfortunately for Bol, a lot of people shopping on the net do not know exactly what they want.
Or they would just like to shop around and get some ideas on nice things to buy. According to the UIE
tests, 40% of all money spent on e-commerce sites are impulse purchases. These people make their
decisions as a result of ideas they get form the website they are browsing. The Bol.com site offers
opportunities for these shoppers too. But these opportunities only lead to a limited selection of all the
books, music and films available. And that severely limits the revenue this site could make. The vast
majority of what Bol has on offer is only accessable through their search engine. Using a search
engine, however, is not what you expect to do during a pleasant shopping experience. A pleasant
shopping experience involves scanning and browsing many bestseller lists, tips, suggestions and
categories. These are the tools that give shoppers ideas for what to buy. Ideally, Bol's complete
collection would be accessable via browsing and scanning. This could be done by extending the
category structure. Or by adding more crosslinks, such as 'People who bought this book also bought..'.
The efficiency of the site is well taken care of, but a lot could still be done to increase pleasure of use.
With growing user shopping pleasure, the revenues of the site will grow because more impulse
purchases will be made.
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